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Abstract: George (Gogu) Constantinescu (October 4, 1891 - December 11, 

1965) was a Romanian scientist and engineer, often considered to be one of 

the most important Romanian engineers. He was responsible for creating a 

new field of mechanics, called "sonicity," which describes the transmission 

of energy through vibrations in fluid or solid bodies. He applied the new 

theory to numerous inventions: sonic, sonic hammer, sonic pomp and 

others. Among other achievements, there is also a pulling device among the 
propeller blades regardless of its speed and the first automatic gearshift. He 

has actively participated in the construction of English aircraft, the Bristol 

type, while he lived in England. He was the first to use reinforced concrete 

in the construction of buildings in Romania (among the buildings he built, 

we can mention: the Patriarchal Palace, the Athénée Palace Hotel and the 

Great Mosque in Constanta). Gogu Constantinescu was one of those 

brilliant minds, whose ideas have long outstripped his physical existence, 

but which today preserves its topicality, surprising by its accuracy, 

inventiveness and applicability. Gogu Constantinescu's account includes 

over 317 patents patented in the USA, Denmark, Switzerland, Austria, 

Germany, Great Britain, France, Romania, etc., as well as others that have 
never been published. A small calculation shows that since the first 

invention (1907), until the date of transition to eternity (1965), on average 

every 4 months a patent was made and if we count only the most prolific 

years, it results in invention per month. We can say that what Tesla did in 

electronics, Constantinescu succeeded in mechanics. If Nicolae Tesla 

invented and transmitted electromagnetic waves (electromagnetic 

oscillations) through the atmosphere, George Constantinescu invented 

mechanical sonic oscillations with which he transmitted sonic waves only 

through continuous media (tubes or pipes, water, oil, various liquids, air, 

gas, or full bars). Both transmit the waves (produced by oscillations), as 

well as the energy and power included in these waves, thus managing to 

transmit energy and power at small, medium, large, even very large 
distances, controlling and controlling the phenomena and processes from a 

distance or a large distance.  

 

Keywords: George (Gogu) Constantinescu, A Romanian Scientist and 

Engineer, Sonicity, Transmission of Energy Through Vibrations, Sonic 

Motors, Sonic Pump, Sonic Hammer 

 

Introduction 

George (Gogu) Constantinescu (October 4, 1891 - 

December 11, 1965; Fig. 1) was a Romanian scientist 

and engineer, often considered to be one of the most 

important Romanian engineers (Petrescu, 2016). 
He was responsible for creating a new field of 

mechanics, called "sonicity," which describes the 
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transmission of energy through vibrations in fluid or 
solid bodies. He applied the new theory to numerous 
inventions: sonic, sonic hammer, sonic pomp and others. 
Among other achievements, there is also a pulling device 
among the propeller blades regardless of its speed and 
the first automatic gearshift. He has actively participated 
in the construction of English aircraft, the Bristol type, 
while he lived in England. 

He was the first to use reinforced concrete in the 

construction of buildings in Romania (among the 
buildings he built, we can mention: the Patriarchal 

Palace, the Athénée Palace Hotel, Fig. 2 and the Great 

Mosque in Constanta). 

Gogu Constantinescu was one of those brilliant minds, 

whose ideas have long outstripped his physical existence, 

but which today preserves its topicality, surprising by its 

accuracy, inventiveness and applicability. 

Gogu Constantinescu's account includes over 317 

patents patented in the USA, Denmark, Switzerland, 

Austria, Germany, Great Britain, France, Romania, etc., 

as well as others that have never been published. A small 

calculation shows that since the first invention (1907), 

until the date of transition to eternity (1965), on average 

every 4 months a patent was made and if we count only 

the most prolific years, it results in invention per month. 
We can say that what Tesla did in electronics, 

Constantinescu succeeded in mechanics. 

If Nicolae Tesla invented and transmitted 

electromagnetic waves (electromagnetic oscillations) 

through the atmosphere, George Constantinescu invented 

mechanical sonic oscillations with which he transmitted 

sonic waves only through continuous media (tubes or 

pipes, water, oil, various liquids, air, gas, or full bars). 

Both transmit the waves (produced by oscillations), 

as well as the energy and power included in these waves, 

thus managing to transmit energy and power at small, 

medium, large, even very large distances, controlling and 

controlling the phenomena and processes from a distance 

or a large distance. 

The main difference between the two great engineers 

is how they managed to do this. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: George Constantinescu 
 

 
 

Fig. 2: The patriarchal palace, the Athénée palace hotel 
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If Gogu Constantinescu transmitted power only 

through continuously closed environments, Nicolae Tesla 

began with DC cables, continued with the monophase, 

biphasic and polyphase alternating currents, switched to 

the transmission of energy through the air (over small 

distances) and then on large and very large distances, at 
first unconcentrated powers (dissipated energy) of the type 

of radio waves, to finally transmit energies concentrated 

through the electromagnetic waves. 

George Constantinescu initially transmitted small and 

medium powers through sonic vibrations, so that he can 

then transmit large and very large energies (powers), 

concentrated, even at great distances. By comparing his 

achievements with those of classical mechanics and 

hydraulics, "Mr. Constantinescu's methods are a step 

forward," being simpler, more natural, more interesting, 

more useful, more capable. 
If in the hydraulic system any system needs at least 

two pipes (one for the tour and the other for the return), 

in the sonicity always use a single pipe. 

Hydraulics only use fluid pressure, generally obtained 

by pressure (weight), while sonic science produces, stores 

transmits, receives and uses only through sonic vibrations. 
Many of Gogu Constantinescu's predictions have 

emerged and gone, many are being used today, or 
retreating interest. He has gained academic fame and 
professional honesty at home and abroad, built and 
taught others how to build, invented new engineering 
methods, which he has always materialized, making 
them useful to people but also to humanity. 

The synchronization of machine gun firing with 

propeller blades was a local utility (in space and time), 

but through the results of its application it has essentially 

contributed to changing the fate of the war and therefore 

of mankind and the planet. 

Materials and Methods 

Some of its inventions, however, have a more general 

character in terms of their applicability (in space and 

time). If he was sometimes less rewarded for what he did 

(materially) than most inventors, suffering 

disappointments in his efforts to convince the industry and 

officials of the value of his ideas, engineer George 

Constantinescu leaves it following her an extremely solid, 

technically-scientific heritage. 

The scientist and engineer Gogu Constantinescu was 
the one who developed and applied the Theory of 

Sonicity, a new science relating to the transmission of 

power through liquids, solids, or gases. But Gogu is still 

commemorated by the general public and pilots of the 

Air Service, as the man who invented the synchronized 

firing device for WWI planes (Petrescu, 2017 a-q). 

In this context, on March 29, 1920, the famous 

newspaper "The Times" publishes: "Vice Marshal Sir 

John Maitland presided over a lecture by Mr. Gogu 

Constantinescu on Sonicity (transmitting power through 

vibrations), given at the Polytechnic, under the auspices of 

a series of lectures for professors of the Land of London 

Council. Sir John Maitland said that because of Mr. 

Constantinescu and the firing device he invented, we held 

the supremacy over the Germans in the air, as we did. " 
Although Gogu Constantinescu's work is of 

inestimable value, it was not known enough, largely 

because of its secret nature, imposed by the mainly 

military uses and on the other hand, the few publications 

related to it. Thus, the first volume published in London 

in 1918, in a limited number of copies, was declared 

secret by the UK government because of the new 

weapon and war theory applications. 
On the occasion of the 125th anniversary of the birth 

of our illustrious compatriot, we tried to fill the 
information gap on his achievements by the appearance 
of three significant works: "Inventeurs of Genie, Gogu 
Constantinescu.", Mediamira Publishing House, Cluj-
Napoca 2006, (600 pages) and "The Integrity of 
Inventions" (4 volumes, over 2000 pages), Performance 
Publishing House of the National Institute of Inventions, 
Iaşi 2006 (papers published with the support of the 
National Authority for Scientific Research). 

Gogu Constantinescu's international recognition is 

attested by a painting published by the British magazine 

"The Graphic" in 1926, which presents illustrious 

scientific personalities of the time, starting with Einstein, 

Edison, Kelvin, Gogu Constantinescu (first on the turn of 

the second), Rutherford, Marie Curie, etc., Fig. 3; 

(Petrescu, 2016; Aversa et al., 2017 a-d; 2016a-d; 
Mirsayar et al., 2017; Petrescu and Petrescu, 2016a-c; 

2013a-d; 2012a-d; 2011a-b; Petrescu, 2012a-c; 2009; 

Petrescu and Calautit, 2016a-b; Petrescu et al., 2016a-b). 
The domains touched by Gogu Constantinescu's 

genius were very diverse, the practical achievements 
being impressive, of which we mention a small part: 

Promoted the use of reinforced concrete. It was a 

tough task because the method had disastrous results 

elsewhere in Europe, such as the Celestial Globe Bridge 

at the 1900 Universal Paris Exhibition and the 1902 

Basle Black Bear Hotel. 
He built the first bridge of reinforced concrete with 

straight crossbars in Romania (1906), strengthened the 

cupola of the Parliament Palace (who suffered 
displacements and cracks), made the dome of the 

Mosque in Constanta, etc. (despite the opposition of his 

former professor, the great Anghel Saligny). These 

works continue to exist today. 

He invented the asphalt. 

He developed Theory of Sonicity (the method of 

transmitting power, by a pressure wave, using the liquid 

compressibility property). 
He built the most advanced airplane timing system 

through the space left by the propellers' wings. 

He materialized the first sonic cannon (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 3: Leaders in the March of Progress 1900-1925 (Constantinesco second row, far left) 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: The first sonic cannon 

 

He designed and built the Gogu Constantinescu first 

automatic gearbox for cars and locomotives, without 

clutches and gears, based on the inertial effect of moving 

masses (Fig. 5). 

He thought of the first Hydroblister that was 

materialized later in the 1970s by the Russians. 

He demonstrated the thermal effect of sonicity by 

making the first sonic heater. 
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Fig. 5: First automatic gearbox for cars and locomotives 
 

Results 

Man George Constantinescu: He was born in Craiova 

on October 4, 1881, as a son of Gheorghe 

Constantinescu, a native of Ploiesti (brilliant professor of 

mathematics at Craiova high school) and of Anne 

Constantinescu, born Roy, of British-French origin, 

refugee Alsace due to the Franco-German War (1870), 
precisely on our land. 

An early child, George Constantinescu, knew how to 

write and read before going to school. The high school 

makes it to Craiova, where he astonishes his teachers by 

his mathematical talent. 

At home, he built all sorts of devices in his little-

improvised laboratory of physics and chemistry. 

For his younger sister, refractory to the assimilation 

of his first knowledge in mathematics, he builds an 

ingenious computing machine that allows him to 

automatically obtain the results of arithmetic operations. 
He had learned from his mother to play the piano 

with many talents. We can observe in this passion the 

origin of his engineering (later) concerns about the 

development of a theory of musical harmony that will 

lead him through a remarkable association of ideas in the 

construction of science "Sonicity", his basic invention. 

The period of engineering studies at the National 

School of Bridges and Roads (today UPB) shows its 

special qualities, its courtesy and the ability to get an 

idea at the end. 

Thus, although the professor of bridges, the famous 

Anghel Saligny, warned all students to avoid building 
reinforced concrete bridges, material that was then 

considered uncertain and even dangerous, G. 

Constantinescu projects in his diploma paper such a 

bridge, (which again reminds the student of the 

recalcitrant that such bridges and constructions will 

come to a halt), but GC He bravely replies that he will 

build them. 

In the first six years after graduation, he has 

mastered his genius in the field of reinforced concrete, 

stating himself as one of the most active pioneers in 

this useful area. 

He built the bridge on the road to Doftana (Fig. 6), 

the floors of the building of the Ministry of Public 

Works, the building of the Chamber of Commerce (now 

the Ministry of Commerce), the Palace of the Bursa 

(now the State Central Library), the park of the 

exhibition park (now Freedom Park) large bridges from 

Adjud, Răcăciuni, Roman and Dolhasca (on Siret), the 

consolidation of the Chamber of Deputies, the floor of 

the mosque tower in Constanţa. 
Due to the difficulties encountered during the first six 

years of engineering in all areas of work, but especially 

in the mechanical (sonic), he left for England in 1910, 

six years after graduating from the faculty. 

In London, he manages to convince a capitalist to 

finance his inventions related to the power transmission 

through liquids. 

This is how the first sonic laboratory in the world, in 

a shaft left on the banks of the Thames. In the short term, 

he gets concrete results, but a storm followed by an 

overflow of Thames floods the small lab, destroying all 

the equipment. 
The capitalist is withdrawing from the deal. 

He's trying to patent his inventions in the US, but he's 

hitting permanent refusals (he was charged with "what 

this crazy Romanian wants)". 
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Fig. 6: The bridge on the road to Doftana 
 

In the end, the process succeeds, but only after 
personalities from the English technical world have 

deposited for him and his theory vouchers, to the New 

York Patent Office. 

On this occasion, he visits the United States in 1913 

and, among other things, is invited by Edison, to a 

particular discussion of "musical harmony", consonant 

and dissonant sounds. G.C. he was very well prepared in 

the field, while Edison (who had just invented the 

Gramophone) fought in this field. 

Returning to London he fails to impose his new 

science as he had hoped, but only indirectly thanks to the 
First World War. 

In 1914, while the German army was airborne, with 

its much larger and better-prepared aviation, the English 

Admiralty alarmed by the thousands of lives slaughtered 

in its army took the initiative to set up a contest to find a 

solution to increase the power of fire, by pulling through 

the wings of the airplane's propeller, during the flight.  

George Constantinescu is also present at this contest 

and with the modest technological and financial means, 

he realizes the first sonic synchronization and automatic 

firing device via the airplane propeller.  
At the demonstration of this first model, the jury of 

the contest, made up of famous scholars including Lord 

Rayleigh and J.J. Thomson is basically amazed by the 

results of the young Romanian engineer's invention, its 

effectiveness, the accuracy of the shooting, the elegance 

and simplicity of the SONIC solution, an immediate 

solution, which gave the expected results, completely 

overturning the situation and bringing British aviation 

absolute supremacy (Fig. 7). 

The British Government and the US Air Force have 

ordered the immediate delivery of 50000 such devices. 

Now the English state provides the necessary funds 

for the rapid establishment of the laboratory "SONIC 

WORKS", which G.C. can now endow it with all the 

necessary technology and equipment (Fig. 8). 
G.C. becomes famous overnight. The first results of 

his work are edited by British Admiralty in "The Theory 

of Sonics," in a small number of copies, who 

immediately received the "strictly secret" regime. 

Thus, Coanda, who had built bimonthly planes for the 

British before and had already presented his reaction plane 

(a plane that could not be built at that time), was not as 

successful as that of engineer Gogu Constantinescu. 

Among the visiting personalities in his laboratory was 

our great neurologist Gheorghe Marinescu, sent to 

England at that time on an official mission by the 

Romanian government. There is a special friendship 

between the two compatriots. In 1919 G.C. returns to the 

country invited by the Romanian Academy (at the 

recommendation of Professor Gheorghe Marinescu) to 

hold a conference on sonicity, a conference that had a 

great rhythm, attracting the attention of our engineering 

and financial circles. The SONICA Society is immediately 

established, with the purpose of capitalizing in the country 

of G.C. patents, already put into value in England and the 

USA. G.C. is recalled urgently in England. In our society, 

the company quickly goes bankrupt and remains owed. 

G.C. returns to the whole society the invested capital. His 

second attempt to put himself in the service of the country 

ended in a total failure. 
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Fig. 7: The first sonic synchronization and automatic firing device via the airplane propeller 
 

 
 

Fig. 8: The laboratory "SONIC WORKS 
 

Now G.C. invented his famous torque converter. The 

first cars equipped with it are presented at the Wembley 

Industrial Exhibition in 1924 and then at the Paris Motor 

Show in 1926 (Fig. 9), the "The Feeling" invention, 

occasioned by the British magazine "The Graphic", from 

January 10, 1926, in the article "Leaders in the March of 

Progress", the figures of 17 great inventors and scientists 

from 1900 to 1925 are shown (Among them, alongside 

Albert Einstein, Guglielmo Marconi, Lord Rayleigh, 

Thomas Edison, Marie Curie and George Constantinescu). 

In 1933, G.C. is making a new attempt to build in the 

country, concluding a contract with the Malaxa Plant for 

the application of G.C. to locomotives and motorcars 

manufactured here.  

The first auto motor was tested on the Bucharest-

Oltenita line and it did very well, but it was not adopted by 

Malaxa, given the pressures exerted by foreign firms on the 

governors and Romanian political leaders at that time for 

the introduction of a model foreign manufacturing (Fig. 10). 
G.C. tells how the discredit and injury caused by the 

motor that he himself was driving through the derailing 
that he avoided at the last moment suddenly brakes after 
he noticed a crossing on the railroad. 

Disgusted by the morals of our politicians G.C. returns 
definitively to England; he made only two short visits to the 
country at the invitation of the Romanian Academy in 1961 
(when he was celebrated for his 80 years and received the 
high distinction of "Doctor Honoris Causa" of the 
Polytechnic University of Bucharest) and in 1963 (when he 
visits the installation sonic drilling in Ploiesti). 

After one year he is extinguished (at the age of 83) in 
his villa in ENGLAND, on the shores of Lake Coniston, 
where he is buried. 
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Fig. 9: The first GG’s cars 
 

 
 

Fig. 10: The first auto motor was tested on the Bucharest-Oltenita line by GG 
 

Discussion 

In England, he has worked on all sorts of inventions, 

patents, innovations. 

He developed several methods of deep-sea sonic 

drilling, methods that were partially implemented in 

the country. 

He has improved the sonic injection of the injection 

pumps on the diesel engines. In the picture, you can see 

a sonic boom for improving and adjusting the injection 

of cars (Fig. 11).  

He invented and built a sonic sound generator. It has 

a very high power, high intensity, low consumption, high 

fidelity, with very good acoustics and can be used as a 

siren for alarm (Fig. 12). 

He built all kinds of sonic guns, with silent firing 
(without fire or gunpowder), with very small kickbacks, 
which pulled with great power at great distances, with 
high precision, without making the smallest noise, without 
fire or smoke without vibration. So he perfected his oldest 
silent shooting methods, with large caliber sonic guns. Its 
basic method was the storage of sonic energy in a resistant 
metallic cylinder (cylinder) by compressing (compressing) 
a liquid. The sonic pressure of the fluid gradually 
increased, but on the basis of sonic waves received up to 
the desired level (required), as in a sonic capacitor. The 
release of the sonic gun shell (pushed by the compressed 
sonic liquid) was made by opening the stopper (s) at the 
desired time. Everything was produced in total silence, 
without fuels, without fire and smoke, without explosions, 
as I showed without noise and vibration (Fig. 13). 
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Fig. 11: The sonic injection of the injection pumps on the diesel engines 

 

 

 
Fig. 12: A sonic sound generator 

 

He invented and built the sonic hammer (sonic 

punch) much more powerful and performing than the 

pneumatic hammer, not to mention the much lower noise 

level (Fig. 14). 

He invented and built the sonic transmission of 

marine vessels, which has the advantage of transmitting 

power through a single duct, without requiring two pipes 
for an installation (as required by hydraulic 

installations). In the Fig. 15, there is shown a special 

four-phase (four-phase) sonic transmission installation 

(such a system would require eight pipes hydraulically). 
Generators and Sonic Engines are built in a very wide 

range. They are generally synchronous or asynchronous. 
It is further classified as monophasic or polyphase. 
Rotary sonic motors are convenient for power 
distribution for any kind of industrial purposes. Several 
independent sonic motors can be coupled and unplugged 

to (from) a sonic feed line that can be a single pipe 
(single-phase system) or multiple (polyphase) pipes. 

Synchronous sonic motors are unique in the field of 

mechanics through that feature of maintaining a rigorous 

synchronicity between them and the generator. Classical 

reducer systems can be replaced by compact sonic 

motors, interconnected by small diameter pipes through 

which the sonic energy is transported. 

They can be used in industrial halls, on various 

machines such as locomotives, automobiles, agricultural 

machinery (combines, seeders), tractors, trucks, buses, 

boats, catamarans, hovercrafts, submarines, boats, etc. 

Asynchronous sonic motors (Fig. 16 shows a single, 

three-phase version) are convenient for applications 

where the loads are very variable (for locomotives, 

tractors, boats, excavators, cranes, etc). 
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Fig. 13: Sonic guns 

 

 

 
Fig. 14: The sonic hammer 

 

Their advantages also to mechanical motors with 

reductions by mechanical transmission and to the motors 

and hydraulic transmissions, but especially in relation to 

the electric motors, is to achieve extremely large couples 

or couples variable in very wide beaches, which self-

adjusting to instant demands, which can be maintained 

as long as they are needed, without heating, without 

extra effort, without noise or vibration, without shocks 

(thus without any breaks), without wear, no adjustments, 

no maintenance, or need for other interventions. 

The sonic engines have the characteristic of adapting 

themselves automatically to the required load so that the 

primary engine (primary power source), a diesel engine, for 

example, can constantly work at constant speed, load and 

power, even if the consumer (the sonic engine, or sonic 

engines) varies torque and speed in a very wide range. 
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Fig. 15: The sonic transmission of marine vessels, which has 

the advantage of transmitting power through a single 
duct, without requiring two pipes for an installation 

 

 
 
Fig. 16: A single, three-phase version of a sonic engine 
 

Engines and synchronous sonar generators are 

similarly similar and their operation is reversible. The 

following figure shows a synchronous two-sided 

synchronous machine (Fig. 17). 

The orifices a, b, c are provided for the connecting 

pipes between the generator and the receiver. These 

holes communicate with the cameras a1, b1, c1, each 

connected to three pistons p1, p2, p3, radially arranged. 

Pistons come in contact with an eccentric d by means of 

a radial bearing. The eccentric is mounted on the spindle. 

The spaces communicating with the orifices a, b, c are 

filled with liquid and the pistons are eccentrically pushed 

by the spring. A fluid suitable to the described 

transmission system could be a mineral oil, but in 

principle, any fluid (liquid or gas) can be used. 

 

 
Fig. 17: A synchronous two-sided synchronous machine 
 

The engine arrangement (design) in the figure 

provides for a three-piston displacement for a single 

phase. This achieves a more compact construction, lower 

pressures on the contact surface between the eccentric 

bearing and the pistons, greater displacement for one 

phase than the situation where a single piston would be 

used per phase. 
The described system is analogous to the three-phase 

electric system. An important advantage over electrical 

transmissions is that it can be used economically 

including for very low rotation speeds. 

For the described machine, one impulse (pressure) is 

produced at each revolution in each phase. 

If the sonic engine and sonic generator have identical 

constructions, their speeds will be equal. 

The operation of the sonic transmission is only 

possible under certain conditions described by George 

Constantinescu. 
To build a sonic power transmission system with 

synchronous machines having different rotation speeds 
(for example, if the generator has to work at high and 
very high speeds, it would be good to at least have the 
sonic engine run at low speeds for a less wear and easier 
start), another constructive scheme (another design) must 
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be chosen; such a sonic engine comprises three groups of 
pistons in cylinders, each group being connected by 
certain connections to three columns of liquid, which 
transmit the oscillations given by the three-phase 
generator. The rotor is modeled so that the pistons in 
contact with it describe a complete sinewave movement 
when rotating with a circle fraction. The rotor is modeled 
as a multiple cam (multiple cam followers with pauses 
between them) each sinusoidal cam profile having a 
complete period (Fig. 18). 

The rotor b (virtually a camshaft) has five multi-disc 

discs marked with each disc having five sinusoidal cam 

profiles, that is, each disc is practically not a cam but 

multiple cams. 

The cachets are basically ball balls (not ball balls, even 

sphere balls) and have the role of a stick or piston, playing 

without play in the dice cylinders supported by the springs. 
The stator piston (ball) will perform as many 

oscillations (strokes) as possible during a complete 
rotation of the rotor, as many sinusoidal profiles exist on 
multiple disc cams (for the engine in Fig. 5 oscillations). 

The speed reduction ratio will be 1 / M = 1/5. 
If 20 special pistons are arranged at equal angles 

around the rotor to make it as light as possible (low 
inertia), then at each revolution each of the 20 pistons 
will produce 20 twin pulses as the magnitude of the 
sinusoid modulated on the rotor (Fig. 19). 

Such a high-frequency sonic generator (Fig. 20) can 

easily reach 20-30 kHz. 

With the high-frequency sonic generators of the 

Romanian scientist George Constantinescu, special tools 

for glass processing were made, vibrated molten metal 

could be vibrated, various medical applications were 

made, the sonic hammer was built, the ultrasonication of 

the batteries of vehicle fuel), an improved oil drilling 

and/or extraction facility was obtained, sonic injection of 

diesel engines or gasoline injections, sonic intake (sonic 

distribution on car engines), the thermal effect radiator) 

through thin pipes, etc. 

The Fig. 20 will show a sonic volumetric pump 

(sonic volumetric pump). 

The water is admitted through the lower valve 140 

into the pump chamber and is passed through the exhaust 

valve 142 into an air cushion 143 from where it is 

discharged through the service pipe 144. 

A separate pipe 145 feeds the alternative pressure wand. 

These determine the alternate displacement of the piston 

147, sustained by the springs 148 and 149, permanently. 

This movement causes the volume to change in the 

space between the valves. 

When the volume in the pump chamber is maximum, 

a depression is created to open the valve 140 by allowing 

water in the pump chamber. The pressure between the 

pump chamber and the exterior of the fluid equals the 

valve closing. The volume in the pump chamber starts to 

decrease by greatly increasing the pressure in the pump 

chamber, shutting the fluid in the room valve even better 

and opening the fluid outlet valve in the pump chamber 

by pushing the valve together with the excess fluid from 

the pump chamber into the vessel with an airbag. The 

pressure equals, both valves close, the piston moves and 

the volume of the pump chamber increases, a new 

depression occurs and the cycle resumes. 

Figure 21 shows a sonic riveting hammer. It is 

composed of housing 120 which has a handle 121 in 

which there is a drive lever 122 which, by means of an 

accelerator 123, opens the valve 124 by admitting the 

pressurized fluid from the transmission line to the tool. 

 

 
 

Fig. 18: A sonic power transmission system with synchronous machines having different rotation speeds 
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Fig. 19: Each of the 20 pistons will produce 20 twin pulses as the magnitude of the sinusoid modulated on the rotor 
 

 
 
Fig. 20: A high-frequency sonic generator 
 

The pressurized fluid presses the piston 125 violently, 

moving it extremely rapidly together with the impact piston 

(plunger). The striker piece is provided with flange 127 by 

means of which it is held in an intermediate position by the 

springs 128 and 129. The piece 126 transmits the stroke 

through the intermediate piece 130. 

 
 
Fig. 21: A sonic riveting hammer 
 

Conclusion 

George Constantinescu demonstrated and perfected 

the effect of heating the fluids in the thin pipes based on 

the received sonic energy, in perfect similarity to the 

effect of Joule, by which the electric current heats at its 

passage the higher resistances (the thinner electric 

conductors). Interestingly, a variable (staged) pipe is 

heated only on smaller diameters when passing the sonic 

currents through it, the larger diameters remaining cold, 

the very small diameters warming up to red, for the same 

pipe with water (or a liquid) in it; the behavior is similar 

to that of electric conductors traversed by electric 

currents and not by pipes through which water passes, 

either cold or heated, when the entire pipe has the same 

temperature borrowed from the water passing it. 
Because World War II was altogether different than 

the first, bringing Britain and the British Admiralty to 

the utmost alert, the story of the synchronized shooting 

no longer up to date, worked on all sorts of inventions 

capable of helping England. Generally, they remain 

secrets. But some have been narrated. 

In a letter to the engineer Matei Marinescu (the son 

of his friend, doctor Gheorghe Marinescu) of April 14, 

1958, George Constantinescu states, among other things, 
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"I was delighted to find out from your letter (dated 

21.02.1958) was elected as an honorary member of the 

Romanian Academy. Meanwhile, I have received news 

from Mr. Bazgan, who is one of the few who have 

shown interest in my Sonic work and who are sure to 

have contributed to the progress of drilling technology."  
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